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Abstract—In the past decade, there has been an increased
interest in characterizing cardiac tissue mechanics utilizing newly
developed ultrasound-based elastography techniques. These meth-
ods excite the tissue mechanically and track the response. Two
frequently used methods, acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI)
and shear-wave elasticity imaging (SWEI), have been considered
qualitative and quantitative techniques providing relative and
absolute measures of tissue stiffness, respectively. Depending on
imaging conditions, it is desirable to identify indices of cardiac
function that could be measured by ARFI and SWEI and to char-
acterize the relationship between the measures. In this study, we
have compared two indices (i.e., relaxation time constant used
for diastolic dysfunction assessment and systolic/diastolic stiff-
ness ratio) measured nearly simultaneously by M-mode ARFI
and SWEI techniques. We additionally correlated ARFI-measured
inverse displacements with SWEI-measured values of the shear
modulus of stiffness. For the eight animals studied, the average
relaxation time constant (τ ) measured by ARFI and SWEI were
(69±18 ms, R2 = 0.96) and (65±19 ms, R2 = 0.99), respec-
tively (ARFI-SWEI inter-rater agreement = 0.90). Average sys-
tolic/diastolic stiffness ratios for ARFI and SWEI measurements
were 6.01±1.37 and 7.12±3.24, respectively (agreement = 0.70).
Shear modulus of stiffness (SWEI) was linearly related to inverse
displacement values (ARFI) with a 95% CI for the slope of 0.010–
0.011 (1/µm)/(kPa) (R2 = 0.73). In conclusion, the relaxation
time constant and the systolic/diastolic stiffness ratio were calcu-
lated with good agreement between the ARFI- and SWEI-derived
measurements. ARFI relative and SWEI absolute stiffness mea-
surements were linearly related with varying slopes based on
imaging conditions and subject tissue properties.

Index Terms—Acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI)
imaging, cardiac function, elastography, shear wave imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

C ARDIOVASCULAR disorders are one of the most
prevalent causes of death worldwide. A significant

number of patients suffer from heart failure with a decrease
in their systolic and/or diastolic cardiac function. In systolic
heart failure, the heart cannot contract effectively to eject the
blood; in diastolic heart failure [also known as heart failure
with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF)], the heart cannot
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fully relax to receive a sufficient amount of blood during dias-
tole. For decades, researchers have been working to develop
methods of quantifying cardiac function using measures of
the dynamic material properties of the heart. These methods
range from fully invasive techniques such as pressure-volume
loop measurements (e.g., end diastolic pressure volume rela-
tionship (EDPVR) or end systolic pressure volume relationship
(ESPVR) measurements) to the noninvasive ultrasound-based
strain or Doppler imaging of the heart (e.g., E/A index).
However, these techniques derive indirect measures of the
material properties of the myocardium and are frequently
dependent on load.

Recently, researchers have developed elasticity imaging tech-
niques to directly assess the mechanical properties of tissue
[1]–[4]. These techniques involve exciting the tissue and track-
ing the elastic response. Typically, acoustic radiation force is
used to push the tissue. The force density generated by acoustic
radiation can be calculated as

F =
2αI

C
(1)

where α equals the absorption coefficient of the medium, I
equals the intensity of the ultrasound, and C equals the speed
of sound through the medium. As the acoustic wave pushes the
tissue, it generates a mechanical wave propagating perpendic-
ular to the direction of the push. The velocity of this wave can
be related to shear modulus and Young’s modulus of stiffness
using the formula

Ct =

√
μ

ρ
=

√
E

2(1 + ν)ρ
(2)

where Ct is the shear-wave velocity of propagation, µ is shear
modulus, E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and ρ
the density of the tissue. When the magnitude of the on-axis
displacement is used, for mechanical assessment of the tissue,
the method is called acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI)
imaging. This displacement magnitude is related to the amount
of force and the stiffness of the medium. Young’s modulus of
stiffness can be calculated, assuming a linearly elastic isotropic
medium, using the formula

σ = E ∗ ε (3)

where σ is the stress, E is the Young’s modulus, and ε is
the strain. Although the displacement magnitude is measured
and can be considered an estimate of ε, the force applied at
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the push location cannot be accurately determined because the
intensity and attenuation coefficients are not known accurately.
Therefore, the stiffness modulus of the medium (E) cannot be
measured quantitatively using ARFI Imaging. However, these
on axis displacements can be used to visualize the relative stiff-
ness difference in the tissue along planes of constant intensity.
This technique has been used in the laboratory and clinically
to visualize liver tumors, breast lesions, and cardiac ablation
lesions [1], [5], [6].

In order to quantify the stiffness of the tissue, the velocity of
the generated shear wave can be converted to shear or Young’s
modulus of stiffness using (2) and assuming a linear, isotropic
elastic medium. This technique is called shear-wave elasticity
imaging (SWEI or SWI) [4]. This quantification of stiffness has
proven useful in liver fibrosis characterization [1]. Therefore,
ARFI and SWEI are considered qualitative and quantitative
elastography techniques, respectively. When ARFI and SWEI
measurements are recorded at one location through the car-
diac cycle, the technique can be considered as an M-mode
technique: M-mode ARFI and M-mode SWEI. In this paper,
the terms ARFI and SWEI refer to M-mode versions of those
measurements.

Recently, using ARFI and SWEI, we demonstrated the effect
of coronary perfusion pressure on cardiac stiffness. The effects
are known as the “garden hose” and “Gregg” effects for diastole
and systole, respectively [7], [8]. In addition to investigating the
factors affecting ARFI and SWEI, it is important to study poten-
tial functional indices of the heart that could be measured using
ARFI and SWEI. One of the known functional indices of the
heart is the relaxation time constant. The isovolumic relaxation
time constant (τ ) is used to characterize the active phase of car-
diac relaxation using the exponential intraventricular pressure
decline during early diastole. This value is measured clinically
using indirect methods that correlate with the pressure-derived
relaxation time constant [9]. This index has been shown to be
inversely related to diastolic cardiac function and represents
the active energy consumption portion of ventricular relaxation
[10]. It has been shown that this index is useful in the diagnosis
or theraputic follow-up of patients with diastolic heart failure or
HFpEF [9], [11]. The systolic/diastolic stiffness ratio is another
potential functional index that provides a ratio-metric measure
of the contractile and compliance states of the myocardium.
This measure could be helpful in both systolic and diastolic
heart failure diagnosis.

Although there are a few publications that have investigated
SWEI measurements of cardiac function (e.g., [12]–[14]), to the
best of our knowledge, there is no published research that has
described relaxation time constant measurements of the heart
using ARFI and SWEI. In this paper, we investigate the rela-
tionship between ARFI and SWEI measures of the relaxation
time constant and the systolic/diastolic stiffness ratio.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Eight white New Zealand rabbits (3.93± 0.28 kg) were stud-
ied in this protocol. The study was approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Duke University,
and it conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals. A Langendorff preparation was used in
these experiments. Rabbits were heparinized and anesthetized
by Xylazine and Ketamine IM and IV until the reflexes disap-
peared. A bilateral thoracotomy was performed and the heart
isolated and placed in Tyrode’s solution at 0 ◦C–4 ◦C. Tyrode’s
solution was made fresh on the day of the experiment and
was used to perfuse coronary arteries retrogradely to keep the
heart beating throughout the experiment. Unneeded tissue was
excised, and a vent was placed in the left ventricle. The hearts
were submerged in a saline bath, and an imaging probe was
placed 10–15 mm from the epicardial surface of the heart in a
short-axis view of the left ventricular free wall. The perfusion
solution and the bath were kept at 37 ◦C–38 ◦C. Additional
details about the procedure and the experimental setup can be
found in our previous publication [8].

A Sonoline Antares ultrasound scanner (Siemens Healthcare,
Ultrasound Business Unit, Mountain View, CA, USA) was used
for ARFI and SWEI Imaging. A linear VF10-5 probe was used
with a push frequency of 5.7 MHz and a tracking frequency
of 8 MHz. The push and tracking F-numbers were set to 1.5
and 2, respectively. The pulse repetition frequency used for the
sequence was 4.3 kHz. A 300-cycle pulse was used to generate
the ARF impulse. A sequence was developed to acquire 40
paired measurements of alternating ARFI and SWEI at a 35-Hz
sampling frequency (1.2 s). The transmit focus was 16 mm.
A scanner “fire” signal was recorded simultaneously with the
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal using Powerlab/Labchart data
acquisition system (ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO,
USA) to allow synchronization of the scanner acquisitions and
the cardiac cycle.

Tissue displacement was estimated using the Loupas algo-
rithm [15]. The motion of the heart was subtracted from the
displacement curves using a quadratic motion filter [16]. An
example of displacement estimation before and after quadratic
motion filtering is Fig. 1 of the referenced paper. For SWEI
velocity estimations, the Radon Sum algorithm described by
Rouze et al. was used [17]. Displacements were tracked on
axis for ARFI and from 0 to 5 mm laterally for SWEI dur-
ing the 5 ms following the push. The kernel length was 1.5
wavelengths. Data processing was done by a custom MATLAB
program (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

Fig. 1 shows ARFI and SWEI and ECG measurements
through the cardiac cycle in one of the isolated hearts. The
calculated average inverse displacement is also shown. For all
hearts, the ARFI displacements were averaged over the myocar-
dial thickness. The mean and standard deviation of the displace-
ments through myocardial depth for the subject in Fig. 1 was
found to be 12 and 6 µm, respectively, over 228 pixels (3.9 mm)
in the axial dimension. SWEI measurements of shear velocity
were also calculated over the full thickness of the myocardium.
The slope of shear-wave propagation was calculated using the
above-mentioned methods. For the same diastolic timing of the
Fig. 1 example, the standard deviation of the residuals for the
time of maximal displacement points to the calculated slope of
shear velocity was found to be 0.07 ms. For ARFI recordings,
the displacement at 0.24 ms following the push was used as the
measured value. Displacement values were converted to inverse
displacement, as this is a surrogate of stiffness [18].
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Fig. 1. Panel A shows the ARFI displacements in the left ventricular free wall
during the cardiac cycle in one of the subjects. Panel B is the average dis-
placements and panel C is the inverse of the average displacements through the
cardiac cycle (a measure of stiffness). Panel D displays the shear modulus mea-
surements from SWEI Imaging through the cardiac cycle and panel E presents
the simultaneous ECG signal. It is clear that in systole and diastole, the stiffness
of the left ventricular free wall increases and decreases, respectively, as shown
by both the ARFI and SWEI measurements.

For each subject, a total of six acquisitions of 40 measure-
ments were recorded through the cardiac cycle at the same
location within 4 min. If the estimated displacements were neg-
ative or if the calculated SWEI slope yielded infinity, a linearly
interpolated value was used for that point. This happened in
13 points of 1920 points recorded. In one instance, an extreme
displacement estimation was replaced by a two-point linearly
interpolated value. These noisy data points are usually due to
speckle decorrelation caused by out of plane motion of the
heart. Changes in speckle patterns for the displacement esti-
mation would result in displacement measurement error. Panel
A in Fig. 2 shows the ARFI inverse displacement through
the cardiac cycle, and panel C shows the shear modulus of
stiffness calculated by squaring the shear velocity through the
cardiac cycle. The relaxation time constant (τ ) is typically
measured by an exponential curve fit of the intraventricular
pressure during diastolic isovolumic relaxation [19], [20]. The
start of this relaxation period corresponds to the time of aortic
valve closure. This point is usually identified using the mini-
mum intraventricular dp/dt. The following equation shows the
expected relationship, where p, t, and τ are the intraventricular
pressure, time, and relaxation time constant, respectively:

p = p0e
− t

τ . (4)

Fig. 2. Example of relaxation time constant measurement in one of the sub-
jects. Panels A and C show the inverse displacement and shear modulus
measurement of stiffness recorded by ARFI and SWEI imaging, respectively.
Panels B and D display the derivative of the curves in panels A and B. The loca-
tion of the minimum (dstiffness/dt) was used as the starting point of isovolumic
relaxation (blue asterisk). The end point (blue circle) was set to 87 ms (3 time
points) after the starting point.

Panels B and D in Fig. 2 show the derivative of the inverse
displacement and shear modulus curves measured through the
cardiac cycle. The local minimum time derivative of the ARFI
or SWEI signal close to the mid isovolumic relaxation of the
cardiac cycle was found and used as the starting point. The
end point for the relaxation period usually considers the time
when the intraventricular pressure is 5 mmHg above the end
diastolic pressure. Since the sampling rate was not high enough
corresponding to the changes of stiffness in this period of the
cardiac cycle, a fixed duration was used for the end point of
relaxation curve. This was set to be 3 samples after the starting
point, equal to 87 ms. These 4 points were fit to an exponential
curve, and τ was calculated for ARFI and for SWEI measure-
ments. Although it would be desirable to have more samples
during this time to obtain a more accurate curve fit, this was the
highest sampling rate at which the scanner could record ARFI/
SWEI data.

The systolic/diastolic stiffness ratio was calculated using
both ARFI and SWEI measurements

Systolic_Stiffness
Diastolic_Stiffness

. (5)

For each subject, a total of six measurements of the ratio were
calculated. The P-wave of the ECG was used to identify the
diastolic frame in the ARFI and SWEI measurements. Because
it is challenging to find the time of maximum systolic stiffness
from the ECG, we used the point with the maximum inverse
displacement of the ARFI and SWEI stiffness measurements
over the entire cardiac cycle as the measurement point.

Statistical analysis was done using R and MATLAB pro-
grams. To measure the agreement between ARFI and SWEI
measurements of the relaxation time constant and the sys-
tolic/diastolic ratio, intraclass correlation analysis was per-
formed to assess the inter-rater reliability [21]. To establish a
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TABLE I
RELAXATION TIME CONSTANT (τ ) MEASUREMENTS IN (MS) USING ARFI AND SWEI (SHEAR MODULUS) MEASUREMENTS OF STIFFNESS

TABLE II
SYSTOLIC/DIASTOLIC RATIO OF MYOCARDIAL STIFFNESS MEASUREMENTS USING ARFI AND SWEI (SHEAR MODULUS)

MEASUREMENTS OF STIFFNESS

model for all rabbits, a multivariable linear regression model
was used treating the subject as an independent variable.

III. RESULTS

Table I shows a summary of the relaxation time constant
(τ ) data measured based on ARFI inverse displacement curves.
The average (τ ) was 69± 18 ms (R2 = 0.96). The mean of
the shear modulus-derived measures of relaxation time was
65± 19 ms (R2 = 0.99). The table also lists standard devia-
tions of intrasubject measurements (n = 6). The average stan-
dard deviations of the intrasubject measurements were 11 and
4 ms for ARFI- and SWEI-determined measures, respectively.
This within subject variation is less than the between sub-
ject variability of 18 and 19 ms. The intraclass correlation for
inter-rater agreement of ARFI and SWEI measurements was
calculated to be 0.90 indicating strong agreement between the
measurements.

The systolic/diastolic stiffness ratios based on ARFI and
SWEI recording are listed for all the subjects in Table II.
The average ratio for ARFI and shear modulus recordings
was 6.01± 1.37 and 7.12± 3.24, respectively. The agreement
between ARFI and SWEI for systolic/diastolic ratio measure-
ments, assessed by inter-rater reliability test, was 0.70. In
addition, Table II reports the intrasubject repeatability of the

measurements. The average standard deviation of the intrasub-
ject measurements, 0.49 and 0.72 ms for ARFI and SWEI,
respectively, were much less than the between subject variabil-
ity of 1.37 and 3.24 ms.

A linear regression model was used to compare the material
stiffness values from ARFI and SWEI. Fig. 3 shows the shear
modulus of stiffness through the cardiac cycle versus inverse
displacement stiffness calculations from ARFI for 1.2 s of the
cardiac cycle in each of the subjects. The slope of the regres-
sion line and the R2 values are listed for each subject. Fig. 4
shows the results of the multivariate linear regression. Plotted
are the measured values of inverse displacement as a function
of the inverse displacement predicted from a shear modulus
regression model that accounts for between subject differences
in which each subject is treated as an independent variable
with a different slope. The shear modulus of stiffness was lin-
early related to inverse displacement stiffness values from ARFI
with a 95% confidence interval of 0.010–0.011 (1/µm)/(kPa)
(R2 = 0.73, residual standard error = 0.054).

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we have compared ARFI and SWEI mea-
surements of the relaxation time constant (τ ) and the sys-
tolic/diastolic ratio for cardiac functional assessment. ARFI
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Fig. 3. Results of the multivariate linear regression. The measured values of
inverse displacement are plotted as a function of the inverse displacement pre-
dicted from a shear modulus regression model that accounts for between subject
differences. The shear modulus of stiffness was linearly related to inverse
displacement stiffness values from ARFI.

and SWEI measurements of these functional indices were in
agreement with each other, with the relaxation time constant
having stronger agreement than systolic/diastolic ratio. This is
to be expected because the time constant is a least-squares fit
derived from four points while the ratio is the quotient of two
points, all with the same level of noise. In addition, the relation-
ship between ARFI and SWEI measurements of stiffness for
myocardial tissue characterization was identified. We showed
that inverse displacement relative stiffness measured by ARFI is
linearly related to shear modulus measured by SWEI Imaging.

Although it is desirable to have SWEI-generated modulus of
stiffness measurements throughout the cardiac cycle, imaging
conditions and signal-to-noise ratio could make this challeng-
ing. The shear-wave amplitude at the lateral locations used to
measure velocity must be large enough to be detectable. The
displacement at these lateral locations is reduced by diffraction
and absorption relative to the on-axis displacements used in
ARFI imaging. For example in one of our subjects, the on-axis
ARFI displacement during diastole was 12 µm, while the
associated shear-wave amplitude of displacement dropped
3 µm over 3 mm of lateral propagation. Tracking shear-wave
displacements becomes even more challenging, as the heart
stiffens in systole. This increases the strength of push needed
for a quality estimate [22]. It is important to note that with
available scanners and the current FDA limits, transthoracic
delivery of sufficient push strength could be challenging [23].
In addition, a meta-analysis review article, published in 2015,
investigated ARFI and SWEI techniques for differentiating
breast lesion malignancies reported that ARFI was less
affected than SWEI by the inhomogeneity of breast lesions [6].
Considering the myocardium is also a heterogeneous medium
(e.g., the vascular distribution pattern), further studies are
needed to investigate if this is an important effect in the heart.
Consequently, it is important to identify indices of cardiac
function that could be measured by ARFI and to characterize
their relationship to identical SWEI-derived measures.

Schiereck et al. studied the relaxation time constant in the
rabbit Langendorff preparation. Using a custom pump, they
were able to adjust the intraventricular volume and to record
the left ventricular pressure (P). Relaxation time constant was
calculated by linear approximation of the ln(P) − t, where P is
the intraventricular pressure over a 40-ms period starting 20 ms
after the minimum of (dp/dt). They found the relaxation time
constant as a function of end diastolic volume (EDV) to be
in the range of 34–63 ms [24], [25]. Our time constant mea-
surements are at the upper end of their results corresponding
to a 1.8-ml EDV. We would expect our results to correspond
to their lower EDV measurements, and there could be several
reasons for the difference. This could be due to a difference in
the starting and ending points of the exponential curve fit, to
aortic valve leakage causing a higher EDV in our preparation
or could be due to differences in the calcium concentration of
our perfusates.

Zile et al. reported that the relaxation time constant was
59± 14 ms in 47 diastolic heart failure patients compared to
35± 10 ms in 10 normal controls. This study was done using
intraventricular pressure measurements [26]. Using MR elas-
tography, Elgeti et al. and Tzschatzsch et al. measured the
relaxation time constants in healthy human subjects which were
75 and 69 ms, respectively. In 11 patients with diastolic dys-
function, the relaxation time constant was found to be 134 ms,
significantly longer than in healthy subjects. Although the MR
elastography-based method of calculating the relaxation time
constant was different from the method used in our study, these
results demonstrate that elastography techniques can be used to
measure the relaxation time constant for diastolic dysfunction
assessment of the heart [27], [28].

Measurement of the relaxation time constant using ARF
methods appears promising for diastolic heart failure assess-
ment due to the low within subject variability compared to the
increase seen in diastolic heart failure patients. Our within sub-
ject variability was less than 20% based on values reported
in Table I, the time constant increase for patients in failure
was more than 70% [26], [27]. Further studies are needed to
investigate the exact relationship between the relaxation time
constant measured by intraventricular pressure and ARFI or
SWEI methods.

The systolic/diastolic ratio has been measured using several
different methods. Using the stress and strain relationship, this
ratio was estimated to be 4.2 in rats [29]. Using ARFI in canine
hearts, Hsu et al. measured this value to be 5.3 [16]. Using
SWEI elasticity measurements, the systolic-to-diastolic ratio
was found to be 3.7 in ovine and canine hearts [30]. This ratio
was measured to be 5.1 using shear-wave elastography in iso-
lated rat hearts [13]. The shear modulus of stiffness ratio has
been reported to be 6.3 and 14 in human hearts using MR elas-
tography [31], [32]. Using ARFI and SWEI, our experiments
found the ratio to be 6.0 and 7.1 in the isolated nonworking rab-
bit heart. These values are in a similar range as the values found
in the literature, with the exception of one of the values derived
from an MR elastography study. This could be due to the differ-
ence in the experimental procedure, species differences, or the
difference in the assumptions used to calculate shear modulus.

Our results also show that shear modulus of stiffness is
linearly related to inverse displacement measured by ARFI.
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Fig. 4. Shear modulus of stiffness measured by SWEI imaging versus inverse displacement measurement of stiffness recorded by ARFI during 1.2 s of cardiac
cycle in each subject. For each subject, the linear regression slope (S) and R2 values are reported.

This is consistent with equation number (3). Inverse displace-
ment was found to be linearly related to shear modulus of
stiffness in phantom and in human prostate [18], [33]. Modeling
the heart as an active phantom that constantly changes stiffness,
our results indicate that this linear relationship holds through
the cardiac cycle. We found a very high correlation result when
we allowed the slope of the relationship to vary from subject to
subject. In this experiment, a constant imaging plane was used
for each subject. Between-subject variability of measurements
could be caused by multiple factors including the intrinsic state
of the myocardium and the fiber orientation in the specific
imaging plane. However, from our results, it can be concluded
that at a given spatial location in a specific heart, the lin-
ear relationship between ARFI and SWEI measurements holds
throughout the cardiac cycle. The linear relationship between
inverse displacement and shear modulus is likely the reason
for the consistency between the ARFI- and SWEI-measured
systolic/diastolic ratios and relaxation time constants.

We also calculated the relaxation time constant and the
systolic/diastolic ratio using shear velocity data as opposed
to shear modulus estimates. The relaxation time constants
based on shear velocity were also calculated and found to be
136± 35 ms (R2 = 0.96). Shear velocity time constants were
on average 2 times larger than the shear modulus or ARFI-
measured time constants consistent with what is expected from
the relaxation time constant formula (4). The average of sys-
tolic/diastolic ratio measured using shear velocity was 2.61±
0.53, which is the square of the shear modulus derived ratio.
Shear velocity was linearly related to inverse displacement
measurements with 95% confidence interval of 0.072–0.077
(1/µm)/(m/s) (R2 = 0.78, residual standard error = 0.049).

Grossman et al. have shown that (dp/dt)max/p is an index for
cardiac contractility [34]. It has been shown that the stiffness
measurements of myocardium through the cardiac cycle are
linearly related to intraventricular pressure; therefore, similar
parameters could be derived from stiffness curves through-
out the cardiac cycle [13], [35]. In this study, we did not
measure the (d(stiffness)/dt)max/(stiffness) as a measure of

contractility for two reasons. First, in this study, we used a
Langendorff preparation with isolated hearts in which the heart
is perfused retrograde through the aorta and the ventricle does
not eject fluid as it contracts. Thus, there is little or no intraven-
tricular pressure. This is also the reason we could not compare
our elasticity-derived measures of the relaxation time constant
with the more traditional pressure-derived measure. Second, we
think that a higher sampling rate through the cardiac cycle is
needed to accurately quantify (d(stiffness)/dt)max/(stiffness).

It has been shown that SWEI stiffness measurements are
affected by fiber orientation [30], [36], [37]. It is possible that
the focal configuration of the excitation pulse affects ARFI
displacements in an anisotropic medium. This was shown by
Hossain et al. using the finite-element method [38]. The effect
of fiber orientation on ARFI measurements has not been fully
investigated in cardiac tissue; it is expected that ARFI mea-
surements are affected by them too due to the relationship
between displacement and stiffness measurements. In these
experiments, we did two things to mitigate the effects of fiber
orientation. First, we imaged the same location consistently
in each subject. Thus, within-subject variation due to fiber
orientation should have been minimized. Second, we used dis-
placement and SWEI measurements over the full thickness of
the myocardium, resulting in a measurement at multiple fiber
angles. Further studies are needed to characterize the effect
of anisotropy on ARFI and SWEI measurements. In addition,
our results are based on a linearly elastic model. If viscoelas-
tic models are used to interpret SWEI measurements, it would
be important to identify the relationship between both the
elastic and viscous moduli and ARFI relative stiffness measure-
ments [39]. As the shear wave propagates through a viscoelastic
medium, its velocity will be affected by dispersion [40], [41].
We performed two-dimensional Fourier analysis of wave prop-
agation at normal perfusion pressure in diastole. In all of the
subjects, a prominent peak was observed with a mean fre-
quency of (157 Hz). In six of the subjects, a smaller peak
at higher frequency (average at 450 Hz) was also observed.
Furthermore, Lamb waves and surface waves may be produced
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in myocardium in addition to shear waves depending on the
myocardial thickness, on the wave frequency, on the character-
istics of the push, and on the location of measurements. Nenadic
et al. investigated the relationship between the velocity of these
types of waves and factors affecting them and showed that
shear-wave velocity could be related to the velocity of Lamb–
Rayleigh waves [42]. Therefore, variations in the shear velocity
propagation might be affected by other parameters in addition
to stiffness, and this needs further investigation.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, ARFI and SWEI can be used to measure
the cardiac functional indices of systolic/diastolic ratio and
relaxation time constant. Although ARFI does not provide an
absolute number for myocardial stiffness, it still can be used
to assess cardiac function by measuring proportional or time
dependent indices such as these. We showed that for constant
imaging conditions, the inverse displacement measurement of
stiffness provided by ARFI is linearly related to shear modulus
of stiffness recorded by SWEI imaging and this is a key point
for further investigation. Both ARFI and SWEI elastography
techniques may be implemented on some ultrasound scan-
ners and could provide a portable, cost efficient, noninvasive
assessment of cardiac function.
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